German Shepherd Dog Association of Western Australia (GSDAWA)
31st State Breed Exhibition
21st & 22nd April 2019
Judge: Mr Vince Tantaro

I would like to thank the members and Committee for the invitation to once again judge in
Western Australia at this year’s State Breed Exhibition (SBE).
It must be noted that the GSDAWA saw a need, because of the isolation from eastern Australia
for an event that mirrored the then newly initiated GSDCA Main Breed Exhibition. Mr Barry
O’Rourke must be again thanked for driving this initiative, which many GSDCA Member Clubs
took up. Most clubs in the past 31 years have and continue to conduct GSDCA State Breed
Exhibitions and/or Assessments, however since the demise of the Main Breed Exhibition they
are one of the vehicles by which breed direction can be given. I can only reiterate my strong
opinion that I believe this type of event only has true value if it is run in conjunction with the
GSDCA Main Breed Exhibition. Noting the falling number of entries and the fact there are high
expectations by exhibitors to be awarded the coveted GSDCA Excellent Merit grading, sees
entries in the Open Classes far less than it should be.
The entry was very good and totalled 85, however there were a number of scratching’s that
further depleted the open classes. I can only emphasise that my judgements and the breed
advice as given is a result of more about what I observed, and the wider picture of my
attendance at number of shows in the last year and the recent National held only one week
before this event.
Unfortunately, no sire presented a progeny group, despite 5 sires having the required number
of progeny entered: Noting that a number of sires as listed did present groups at the recently
held National, and considering what I observed over the weekend I ask you please refer to the
analysis that will be published in the next edition of the GSDCA QNR.
I have included comment at the end of dog critiques of animals that I consider may enhance
the breeding program. I have concentrated on their virtues. I do not take the awarding of
Excellent Merit lightly. I applied strict criteria to the awarding of the GSDCA Excellent Merit
grading: the animal must be of high quality, of desired type and have the potential to
consolidate the breed through its pedigree and or progeny as seen at the show. I trust
exhibitors understand and appreciate the fact that an animal which is graded Excellent can
produce Excellent Merit graded animals, and therefore because they have not been given the
highest GSDCA grading should not impede their use: in fact breeders must look more carefully
into the bloodlines of Australian bred males, who in the main are out of imported sires, but
who have credible mother lines. I can only reiterate again that this grading which is the most
prestigious grading the GSDCA has on offer, must be only given to animals of high quality that
meet the breed standard: the award is not in place to be awarded to the ‘best’ resident animal.
What was evident in the younger classes was the mixed type, and that faults are compounded
by utilising like animals with similar faults. What stood out was very good colour and
pigmentation, dark eyes with the masking enhancing expression. Forefaces, in particular
underjaws, should be stronger, body proportions are good, short steep croups are dominant,
as is a tendency to stand east west. Good fore and short under chests, forehand assemblies in
the main show short steep upper arms, with normal withers. I saw a number of slightly deep
hindquarters where the stability of these hindquarter should be better and hocks much
firmer both on the walk and when gaiting. I saw generally good movement where forehand
reach should be freer and withers held higher. Character and temperament was very good,
although I do urge owners to better train their animals for teeth examination, as well as
height and chest measurements. Owners must note that these elements are tools by which

character and temperament are assessed! I would suggest that the breeding programs must
not be based on compounding faults, but improving and consolidating breed type.
In closing I would like to thank the exhibitors for their welcome and acceptance of my
judgements, and who supported this year’s event. I understand there is strong support for the
SBE to continue to be conducted, however it must be noted that the absence of entries from
some breeders / exhibitors and scratching animals (out of coat does not mean do not show in
this case) does undermine the intent of the event i.e. to showcase the State’s GSD's and in
doing so provide ALL an opportunity to observe and for breed direction to be given.
I would like thank my ring steward: John Fenner, my stenographer: Vicki Beaton, the Show
Committee, and Robyn & Kevin Knuckey for their kind hospitality as extended to Frances and
I.
Kind regards
Vince Tantaro

BABY PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

HAUBERK WILLOW
S:Larmada Donar
D:Aufgehts The Black Widow

DOB: 12/12/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: G Connolly

4 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured bitch of very good type. Feminine
expressive head, ideally the underjaw should be stronger. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm back
and a short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps
narrow front and rear with good firmness of hocks and elbows. In movement shows good ground cover,
good drive, the reach should be freer.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

ICCARA JEAN GENIE
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:Zellburg Black Indra

DOB: 15/12/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

4 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Strong but still feminine head. Good length of neck, high wither, short steep croup. Stands correct in front.
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps cow hocked behind, hocks should be much firmer.
Movement shows very good reach, the hocks should remain much firmer.
VERY PROMISING
1

SC JENTOL KATCHENS TONS OF KLASS (AI)
S:*Siobahn Greyt Impact Ex
D:JentolGinasKatchen AZ

DOB: 4/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: JE Boekelman

2

SC SMIKEN ALL CLASS
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:Iccara Pandora Paragon

DOB: 18/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: S&N Smith

BABY PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

MAERCECI MISCHIEVOUS RAFFERTY
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:Seigen Pure Bliss

DOB: 29/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Baker

5.5 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Strong but feminine head, very good expression. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly
short well moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. Good fore
and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of hock joints.
Movement shows good ground cover with powerful drive, the reach could be freer.
VERY PROMISING

2

nd

BRONBOREO FIZZ GIDGET
S:*Freinhauf Hannibal
D:Swartzlic Fizz Gidget

DOB: 10/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

5 months. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine
expressive head, the underjaw should be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, short
steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, good firmness of hocks. Movement shows good ground cover,
where the reach could be freer.
VERY PROMISING
rd
3
ALDERHAUS CRYSTAL EVELYN (AI)
DOB: 17/12/18
S:*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
Br:
EXH
D:Alderhaus Vivacious Briana
Exh: P Alder
4 months. Medium size, strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Strong but still feminine head, very good expression, very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back,
slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground
cover, powerful drive.
VERY PROMISING
4

th

GRANDWEST COCO CHANEL
S:*Vegus von Dongmiran SchH1 a Ed (imp Ndl) Ex
D:*Grandwest Charlies Angel AZ Ex

DOB: 19/11/18
Br:
Grandwest
Exh: D&C Willis

5 months. Above medium size, medium strong, substantial, richly coloured and pigmented bitch of very good
type. Feminine expressive head, ideally the underjaw should be stronger. Good length of neck, high withers,
short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. A well developed fore and underchest. Good fore and
very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. Shows
good movement, powerful drive, falls on the forehand.
VERY PROMISING
5

th

SABARANBURG TENACIOUS
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:*Sabaranburg Quintessence

DOB: 21/12/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

4 months. Above medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine head.
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very
good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps cow hocked
behind. Hocks and elbows should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover where the reach
should be freer and the hocks much firmer.
PROMISING
6

th

GRANDWEST BRIANNA
S:*Vegus von Dongmiran SchH1 a Ed (imp Ndl) Ex
D:*Grandwest Ruby Tuesday AZ Ex

DOB: 7/11/18
Br:
Grandwest
Exh: D&C Willis

5 months. Medium size, medium strong, substantial, well pigmented bitch of good type. Feminine head,
good expression. Good length of neck, normal wither, short steep croup. Stands correct in front with a well
developed fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps cow hocked behind.
Hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows good ground cover where the reach and
drive should be more effective. Falls on the forehand.
PROMISING
6

SC MAERCECI ITS ABOUT TIME
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:Seigen Pure Bliss

DOB: 29/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Baker

BABY PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

ICCARA BROTHER IN ARMS
S:*Bluemax Tiger Town
D:Iccara Bad Habit

DOB: 26/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

4.5 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, richly coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head with very good expression, underjaw should be stronger. Good length of neck, high
withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Good fore

and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of hock joints.
Movement shows very good ground cover with powerful drive, the reach could still be freer.
BABY PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT
1

st

BRONBOREO HANNIBAL GIDGET
S:*Freinhauf Hannibal
D:Swartzlic Fizz Gidget

DOB: 10/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

5 months. Above medium size, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good
proportions. Strong masculine head. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.
Stands correct in front. Very good fore and good underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Hocks should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover,
with good reach and powerful drive.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

GRANDWEST CRUZN ALONG
S:*Vegus von Dongmiran SchH1 a Ed (imp Ndl) Ex
D:*Grandwest Charlies Angel AZ Ex

DOB: 19/11/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: D&C Willis

5 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of good type. Good
head, slightly short neck. Normal withers, short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Well developed
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps cow hocked behind. Hocks and elbows
should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover, falls on the forehand.
VERY PROMISING
15

SC SABARANBURG THIBAULT
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:*Sabaranburg Quintessence

DOB: 21/12/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

BRONBOREO GINGER MINGE
S:Kaygarr Arko
D:Seigen Hayos Asha

DOB: 7/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

6 months. Medium size, medium strong, richly pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine expressive
head, very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front.
Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct
front and rear with good firmness of hock joints. Movement shows very good ground cover; very good reach
and powerful drive with a high wither line.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

BRONBOREO XENA
S:Larmada Donar
D:Seigen Centre Fold

DOB: 1/08/18
Br:
Pereira/Pritchard
Exh: G Connolly

8.5 months. Double P1 upper left. Large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good
type. Feminine expressive head. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Hocks and elbows should be firmer. Movement shows very good
ground cover with very good reach and powerful drive.
VERY PROMISING
3

rd

ALDERHAUS BELLISSIMO BRIELLE
S:Oak vom Haus Iskander (Imp Deu)
D:Alderhaus Touched By An Angel

DOB: 2/09/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: PI Alder

7 months. Large, medium strong, substantial, well pigmented bitch of good type. Feminine expressive head,
ideally the underjaw should be stronger. Good length of neck, level wither, short steep croup. Stands correct
in front. Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Steps narrow front and rear. Hocks and elbows should be much firmer. Shows good movement where the
reach and drive should be more effective. Falls on the forehand.
PROMISING
4

th

GRANDWEST ZARA
S:*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
D:*Awatea Waratha Blossom AZ VGM

DOB: 11/09/18
Br:
Grandwest
Exh: D&C Willis

7 months. Above medium size, just medium strong, well coloured bitch of good type. Feminine expressive
head, eye colour should be darker. Very good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise in the topline. Short
steep croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. Shows good movement where the reach
should be much freer.
PROMISING
19

21

SC VOLSCARO NAKEETA
S:*Freinhauf Hannibal
D:*Volscaro River of Champagne
SC BRONBOREO GINGER NINA
S:Kaygarr Arko
D:Seigen Hayos Asha

DOB: 17/09/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson
DOB: 7/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

MINOR PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT
1

st

CHEVYVALE CHEVY
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:Freevale Irresistibly Yours

DOB: 1/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: DJ Auguste

6 months. Medium size, strong, substantial, richly coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong
masculine head, with very good expression. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short
steep croup. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct
front and rear with good firmness of the hock joints. Movement shows very good ground cover, very good
reach and powerful drive.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

SHAYGAR NIKABO CHAUTAUQUA
S:*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
D:Shaygar Nikki Forget Me Not

DOB: 19/09/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: JAK Smith

7 months. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Strong
masculine head, very good expression, eye colour could still be darker. Very good length of neck, high
wither, firm back, short steep croup. Stands correct in front with good fore and slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and slightly short underchest. Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows could be
firmer. Movement shows good reach, powerful drive, falls slightly on the forehand.
VERY PROMISING
3

rd

VOLSCARO BELLISSIMO
S:*Hornemarks Ricco (imp Swe)
D:Seigen Fashions Fireworks

DOB: 3/10/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson

6 months. Above medium size, strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head, good expression. Underjaw should be stronger. Good length of neck, normal
withers, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front with a well developed fore and underchest. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked behind. Hocks should be much firmer.
In movement shows good ground cover where the back should be much firmer and the drive more effective.
Falls slightly on the forehand.
VERY PROMISING
4

th

SHAYGAR NIKABO RICHMOND
S:*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
D:Shaygar Nikki Forget Me Not

DOB: 19/09/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: JAK Smith

7 months. Large, just medium strong dog of good type. Good head, ideally the foreface should be stronger,
particularly the underjaw. Expression marred by light eyes. Short neck, level wither, rise over the backline,
short steep croup. Stands not correct in front. Short underchest. The upper arm is short and should be much
better angled. Deep hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind. Toes out coming.The hocks should be
much firmer. In movement shows restricted reach and drive, falls on the forehand.
UNGRADED

PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

WOHLSTAND DRIVIN MISS DAISY
S:Iccara Venom (AI) AZ
D:Wohlstand Academy Award AZ

DOB: 19/07/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: SJ Smith

9 months. Large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type. Feminine
expressive head. Ideally the underjaw should be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back,
short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore, slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks should be much firmer. Shows very good ground
cover, very good reach, powerful drive, the back should be firmer.
VERY PROMISING
PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

CERRAH PENNIES FROM HEAVEN
S:*Ch Volscaro Lenton Brae CCD ET RN ET
D:*Beychief Cupids Destiny

DOB: 24/04/18
Br:
S Muco
Exh: PI Alder

Almost 12 months. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very
type. Strong but still feminine head, very good expression enhanced by dark eyes and masking. Very
length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear with
firmness of jock joints. In movement shows very good ground cover with very good reach and very
drive.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

VOLSCARO LITTLE MISS MINX
S:*Hornemarks Ricco (imp Swe)
D:Seigen Hot Stuff

good
good
good
good
good

DOB: 30/06/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson

9.5 months. Large, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type. Strong but still feminine head. Ideally
the underjaw should still be stronger. Very good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short
croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and short underchest. Good fore and deep hindquarter angulation.
Steps slightly narrow behind. Hocks should be much firmer. Movement shows very good ground coverage
where the reach should still be freer.
VERY PROMISING
3

rd

GRANDWEST WINSOME (AI)
S:*Juwika Destroyer BH AD IPO3 Kkl (imp Den) Ex
D:*Iccara Bad News AZ Ex

DOB: 24/04/18
Br:
D&C Willis
Exh: PI Alder

Almost 12 months. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Feminine expressive head. Normal withers, short croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and underchest.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks should be firmer.
Shows very good ground cover where the reach should be freer.
VERY PROMISING
4

th

GRANDWEST WAKITA (AI)
S:*Juwika Destroyer BH AD IPO3 Kkl (imp Den) Ex
D:*Iccara Bad News AZ Ex

DOB: 24/04/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: D&C Willis

Almost 12 months. Very large, just medium strong, well proportioned bitch of very good type. Strong but still
feminine head, good length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in
front. Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Steps correct front and rear. In movement shows good ground cover with good reach and drive.
VERY PROMISING
5

th

SABARANBURG SENECA
S:*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M
D:*Sabaranburg Purple Haze Ex

DOB: 2/06/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

10.5 months. Large, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of good type. Feminine head,
wide set ears. Ideally the underjaw should still be stronger. Good length of neck, normal withers, short steep
croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Good fore and short underchest. The upper arm is short and should
be better angled. Very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly cow hocked behind, hocks should be
much firmer. In movement shows good ground cover where the reach and drive should be more effective.

VERY PROMISING
6

th

HAUSOSIN IMGOODFORIT
S:*Macho vom Lamorak FH2 IPO3 (imp Deu)
D:*Hausosin Tobys Town Flirt

DOB: 29/04/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: KE Harris

11.5 months. Medium size, medium strong, substantial bitch of very good type. Feminine expressive head,
foreface could still be stronger. Normal withers, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front with a well
developed forechest. Good fore and very good hindquarter. Steps narrow behind. Hocks should be much
firmer. Movement shows good ground cover where the reach should be much freer and the back firmer.
VERY PROMISING
PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

SABARANBURG SKYWALKER
S:*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M
D:*Sabaranburg Purple Haze Ex

DOB: 2/06/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

10 months. Above medium size, medium strong, richly coloured and pigmented dog of very good type. Good
head, very good expression, the underjaw should be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm
back, short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Good
fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. In
movement shows good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be freer.
VERY PROMISING
2

nd

GRANDWEST XTRA COOL
S:*Pepe von der Zenteiche (imp Deu) AZ
D:*Madrodish Gioia Di Bruno AZ Ex

DOB: 9/07/18
Br:
Grandwest
Exh: D&C Willis

9 months. Above medium size, medium strong dog of good type. Good head, the foreface should be much
stronger. Good length of neck. Normal withers, slight rise in the topline. Short steep croup. Stands not
correct in front. Short upper arm. Very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Hocks and
elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows good ground cover, the reach and drive should be more
effective.
VERY PROMISING
PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT
1

st

GRANDWEST WIKKO (AI)
S:*Juwika Destroyer BH AD IPO3 Kkl (imp Den) Ex
D:*Iccara Bad News AZ Ex

DOB: 24/04/18
Br:
Grandwest
Exh: D&C Willis

11 months. Above medium size, just medium strong dog of good type. Good head, ideally the foreface
should be much stronger. Good expression, marred by light eyes. Good length of neck, normal withers, firm
back, slightly short croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Good fore and short underchest. Short upper arm
and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow front and rear. Good movement where the reach and
drive should be more effective.
VERY PROMISING
36

SC FREMONT BAD BOY
S:*Conbhairean Karlos (imp UK)
D:*Fremont Ive Got The Magic

DOB: 31/05/18
Br:
S&J Lynch
Exh: J Boekelman

JUNIOR BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

ICCARA CHINA DOLL
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:Iccara Julieta Bellisima

DOB: 18/03/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

13 months. 61/27cms. Very large, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Slightly short neck, high withers, firm
back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and slightly short underchest. Good
fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Correct development for her age. Steps narrow behind, hocks
could still be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive with a high wither,
the hocks should be firmer.
VERY GOOD

37

SC ICCARA PRIMA DONNA
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:Iccara Pandora Paragon

DOB: 25/10/17
Br:
Iccara Kennels
Exh: S&N Smith

JUNIOR BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

HAUBERK GINA
S:*Ch Gerry vom Schacher (imp Deu)
D:Larmada All About Heidi

DOB: 12/03/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: G Connolly

13 months. 59/27cms. Large, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Feminine expressive head with very good length of neck. High withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Very
good fore and underchest. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps
correct front and rear. In movement shows very good ground cover, good reach, powerful drive and a high
wither.
VERY GOOD
2

nd

BRONBOREO MUFINTOP
S:*Ch Hausosin Xrated
D:Freinhauf Elle McPherson

3

rd

ICCARA RED SPARKLE
S:*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M
D:Iccara Idella

DOB: 4/02/18
Br:
Pereira/Pritchard
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard/
Knuckey
14 months. 59/27cms. Large, just medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Feminine head, foreface should be stronger, particularly the underjaw. Very good length of neck, normal
wither, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore, slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear. Movement shows very good ground cover, good
reach, powerful drive maintaining a high wither.
VERY GOOD
DOB: 10/04/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

12 months. 58/26cms. Medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good type.
Feminine expressive head, very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short, well moulded
croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Steps slightly narrow behind, the hocks should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground
cover, good reach and powerful drive.
VERY GOOD
4

th

LASHADAS A PLUS
S:*LaShadas Ocka Ex.M
D:*LaShadas Vixen Ex

DOB: 3/12/17
Br:
S Hosking
Exh: A Jones

16 months. 62/29cms. Oversize, just medium strong, well coloured, well pigmented bitch of good type.
Feminine head, foreface should be stronger. Good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye colour.
Good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise in the topline, short steep croup. Stands not quite correct in
front. Well developed fore and short underchest. Good fore, very good hindquarter angulation. The upper
arm should be longer and better angled. Steps narrow front and rear. Movement shows good ground cover,
good reach, powerful drive, falls on the forehand.
VERY GOOD
5

th

ADASHAD MARGARITA
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:*T Ch Adashad Thru To The Keeper CCD

DOB: 14/11/17
Br:
S&M Adams
Exh: E&F Ramsden

17 months. 59/28.5cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good
type. Strong but still feminine head, very good expression. Desired dark masking and eye colour. Good
length of neck, normal withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Well developed forechest, short
underchest. Stands correct in front with good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm is
steep and should be better angled. Steps correct going, elbows should be firmer. Very good movement,
good reach, powerful drive, the back should be firmer.
VERY GOOD
40

SC FRIEDENTAL MISS KENDRA WILKS
S:*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M
D:Friedental Hot Chilli Woman

DOB: 24/11/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: N Humphries

43

SC VOLSCARO SHE GIVE ME KATCHI (AI)
S:*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag VA (imp Deu)
D:*Volscaro Classic Porscha

DOB: 16/02/18
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson

JUNIOR DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
46

SC HAUSOSIN GREYT GATSBY
S:*Siobahn Greyt Impact Ex
D:*Hausosin Zeva

DOB: 15/11/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: KE Harris

47

SC HAUSOSIN HOWBOUTTHAT
S:*Ch Gerry vom Schacher (imp Deu)
D:Hausosin Quicksilver

DOB: 15/11/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: K Harris

1

st

JUNIOR DOG - STOCK COAT
LASHADAS AJAX
S:*LaShadas Ocka Ex.M
D:*LaShadas Vixen Ex

DOB: 3/12/17
Br:
S Hosking
Exh: H Crago

16 months. 66.5/31cms. Oversize, just medium strong, well proportioned dog of very good type. Strong
masculine head, the underjaw should be stronger. Good expression, eye colour should be darker. Good
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, well moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front.
Good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. The upper arm
is short and should be better angled. Steps slightly narrow behind. In movement shows good ground cover
where the reach should be freer.
VERY GOOD
2

nd

ZANDRAC LETHAL WEAPON
S:*Conbhairean Karlos (imp UK)
D:Zandrac Cheer Leader

DOB: 18/12/17
Br:
AG&RL Jones
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

16 months. 63.5/29cms. Medium size, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented dog of very good
type. Good head, good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. The underjaw should still be
stronger. Normal withers, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and short underchest.
Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm is short and should be better angled. Steps
correct front and rear. Movement shows good ground cover, powerful drive and good reach.
VERY GOOD
INTERMEDIATE BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

*CH GLENBALA AMBITIOUS DREAM AZ
S:*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag VA (imp Deu)
D:Ch Glenbala Ambitious Witch

DOB: 3/10/17
Br:
G&K Gregory
Exh: I Heard/K Pearce /
G & K Gregory

18 months. 60.5/27.5cms. Very large, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good
type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark eyes and masking. The underjaw should still be stronger.
Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front.
Very good fore and short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm could
still be better angled. Steps correct front and rear with good firmness of hocks. In movement shows very
good reach and powerful gait maintaining a high wither.
VERY GOOD
2

nd

HAUBERK ZALLIE
S:Larmada Donar
D:Andacht Jay Jay

DOB: 18/10/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: G Connolly

18 months. 56/25cms. Medium size, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of
very good type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark masking and eye colour, the underjaw should
be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, slight rise in the topline, slightly short well moulded
croup. Stands correct in front. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short
underchest. Steps slightly cow hocked behind and close in front. Hocks and elbows should be firmer. In
movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach and powerful drive.
VERY GOOD

3

rd

SHAYGAR PARISIENNE DYNASTY AZ
S:*Ch As Du Domaine Du Val D'Aulnoy Ex
D:*Shaygar Fallon AZ

DOB: 26/09/17
Br:
JAK Smith
Exh: J Smith/D Freegard

19 months. 57.5/27.5cms. Medium size, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of
very good type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Very good length of
neck, high withers, slight rise in the topline. Slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very
good fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm
could still be better angled. Steps correct front and rear, the elbows could still be firmer. In movement shows
very good reach, powerful drive.
VERY GOOD
4

th

*ICCARA NOCTURNAL
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:*Kyoara Gracie

DOB: 25/09/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

19 months. 58.5/26.5cms. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very
good type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Good length of neck, high
withers, slight rise in the topline, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Very good fore and short
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows
should be firmer. Movement shows very good ground cover, very good reach and powerful drive.
VERY GOOD
INTERMEDIATE BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

SABARANBURG REIKKI AZ
S:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (imp UK)
D:*Boney M vom Bad Walde IPO2 (imp Deu)

DOB: 3/09/17
Br:
B&L Lubbock
Exh: B&L Lubbock /
W Martin

17 months. 61.5/29cms. Oversize, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of
desired type. Strong but still feminine head. Very good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye
colour. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Very
good fore and underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow
behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows far reaching powerful gait.
VERY GOOD
2

nd

SEIGEN BERRY LUCIOUS
S:*Ch Gerry vom Schacher (imp Deu)
D:*Ch Friedental Bliss Fulicious ET AZ Ex.M

DOB: 9/09/17
Br:
D&C Gallacher
Exh: T Roberts/
C Gallacher
17 months. 59/28cms. A large, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very
good type. Very good head, feminine expression enhanced by dark eyes and masking. Very good length of
neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short, well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. With very good fore
and underchest development. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation, the upper arm should be
better angled. Steps narrow behind, hocks should be firmer. In movement shows powerful, far reaching gait.
VERY GOOD
3

rd

ALDERHAUS Z FOR ZOE
S:*Juwika Destroyer BH AD IPO3 Kkl (imp Den) Ex
D:Alderhaus Queen Pixie Vegas

DOB: 23/08/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: P Alder

18 months. 60/28cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch of very good
type. Strong but still feminine head, the underjaw should be stronger and the eye colour darker. Very good
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore
and underchest. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow front and rear,
good firmness of hock joints. In movement shows good ground cover where the reach and drive should be
more effective.
VERY GOOD
4

th

LINDENELM FRENCH CHAMPAGNE
S:*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag VA (imp Deu)
D:Ulmsdorf Pink Champagne

DOB: 6/09/17
Br:
J Kenny
Exh: T McGregor

17 months. 59.5/29cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of very
good type. Feminine head, ideally the underjaw should be much stronger. Very good length of neck, high
wither, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front with a well developed fore and good
underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front and rear, the elbows
should be firmer. In movement shows very good ground cover, falls slightly on the forehand.
VERY GOOD
54

SC SHEPROSE QUEEN OF HEARTS
S:Watson vom Thermodos
D:Sheprose Ive Got Morals

DOB: 9/03/17
Br:
Sheprose Kennels
Exh: E Tollarzo

55

SC CH VOLSCARO I WANT IT ALL
S:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp UK)
D:*Ch Volscaro Ciao Bella CCD ET AZ Ex.M

DOB: 4/08/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson

INTERMEDIATE DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
60

SC ICCARA NAILED IT
S:*Ch Hasenway Major Tom (IID Deu) Ex
D:Kyoara Gracie

DOB: 25/09/17
Br:
Iccara Kennels
Exh: S&N Smith

INTERMEDIATE DOG - STOCK COAT
The first three are young dogs that offer breeders an opportunity to utilise sons of imported males who have
well established mother-lines. They offer a high degree of predictability with regard to consolidation and
improvement of type. The third dog offers an opportunity for moderation of the hindquarter without sacrificing
further consolidation of type.
1

st

*SABARANBURG ROSCO AZ
S:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (imp UK)
D:*Boney M vom Bad Walde IPO2 (imp Deu)

DOB: 3/09/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

19 months. 66.5/32cms. Oversize, medium strong, substantial, slightly elongated dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head. Very good expression enhanced by dark eyes and masking. Ideally the underjaw
should still be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, slight rise in the topline, well moulded croup.
Stands not quite correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. The upper arm should still be better angled. Steps close behind, hocks should be much firmer. In
movement shows far reaching powerful gait.
VERY GOOD
2

nd

FREINHAUF JUPITER AZ
S:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (imp UK)
D:*Volscaro River of Champagne

3

rd

*ALDERHAUS Z FOR ZAMBO
S:*Juwika Destroyer BH AD IPO3 Kkl (imp Den) Ex
D:Alderhaus Queen Pixie Vegas

DOB: 18/08/17
Br:
KR,RT&CA Knuckey
Exh: Knuckey / Pritchard /
Pereira
20 months. 64/29.5cms. Large, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head. Roman nose. Very good expression enhanced by dark eyes and masking. Ideally
the underjaw should still be stronger. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short but well
moulded croup. Stands not quite correct in front. Very good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind.In movement shows very good ground cover with powerful
drive and very good reach maintaining a high wither.
VERY GOOD
DOB: 23/08/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: P Alder

20 months. 65/32cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented dog of very
good type. Strong masculine head. High withers, firm back, short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Well
developed fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be
better angled. Steps narrow behind, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows good
ground cover where the reach and drive should be more effective. Holds his wither.
VERY GOOD
61

SC VOLSCARO PLAY THE GAME
S:*UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (imp UK)
D:*Ch Volscaro Ciao Bella CCD ET AZ Ex.M

DOB: 4/08/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: T Roberts/L Pearson

OPEN BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

*CH VOLSCARO CIAO OOSHIE
S:*Ch Xaro von der Plassenburg (imp Deu) Ex
D:*Ch Volscaro Ciao Bella CCD ET AZ Ex.M

DOB: 14/07/16
Br:
T Roberts/L Pearson
Exh: D Davies

2 years 9 months. 57.5/29cms. Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of
desired type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Very good length of
neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed
fore and slightly short underchest. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps correct front
and rear with good firmness of hock joints. Movement shows very good ground cover and powerful drive, the
reach could still be freer. Off lead gaiting not performed well. Shows good movement maintaining the wither
line. The forehand reach should be freer. She is confidant and gunsure.
• A young bitch that impressed with her type, overall construction who no doubt in the future, with
further development attain the higher grading. She impressed with her movement in both the gait
and walk and her firmness. Her bloodlines offer a high degree of predictability and my only advice
would be when breeding with her is to further consolidate her type, balance and harmony. Whilst the
only animal exhibited in this class, she is in every sense excellent.
EXCELLENT
65

SC KYOARA GRACIE (IID)
S:Formann vom Schloss Rugland
D:Briska Kaizen (imp Deu)

DOB: 11/10/15
Br:
R Oar
Exh: L&S Woollard

66

SC ICCARA JIULIETTA BELISSIMA AZ
S:*Giotto di Fossombrone IPO3 (Imp Ital) Ex
D:*Djenuen Devil Doll

DOB: 11/04/16
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

OPEN BITCH - STOCK COAT
1

st

*BRONBOREO VEJAJA
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:*Jentol Echos Vida AZ Ex

DOB: 7/07/16
Br:
EXH
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

2 years 9 months. 59/28.5cms. Large, strong, substantial, very well coloured and pigmented bitch of desired
type. Strong but still feminine head. Slight roman nose. Very good expression. Very good length of neck,
high withers, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Well developed fore
and underchest. Shows good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm could still be better
angled. Steps slightly narrow behind. Good firmness of hock joints. In movement shows far reaching,
powerful gait maintaining a high wither line. Off lead gaiting completed. Shows far reaching powerful
movement maintaining her wither. She is confidant and gunsure.
• This bitch impressed on first entering the ring and there was little doubt in my mind that she would be
judged the 2019 WA State Siegerin. She is a young bitch that is of desired type that has all the
attributes and bloodlines that should see her further consolidate type, balance and harmony in her
progeny. Her bloodlines are well established, sired by the 2019 WA State Seiger: Schaeferhund
Rafael.
EXCELLENT MERIT
2

nd

*SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:*Hausosin Fancy This AZ Ex

DOB: 19/04/15
Br:
S Hargreaves
Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard

4 years. 60/29cms. Large, strong, substantial, well proportioned bitch of very good type. Well coloured and
pigmented. Strong but still feminine head. Very good strength of foreface, very good expression. Very good
length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short but well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. Well
developed fore and short underchest. Has good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm
could be longer and better angled. Steps correct front and rear with very good firmness of hocks and elbows.
In movement shows very good ground cover, powerful drive, the reach could still be freer. Off lead gaiting
completed. Shows very good movement maintaining the wither line. She is confident and gunsure.
• A bitch also sired by 2019 WA State Seiger: Schaeferhund Rafael. She mirrors her bloodlines and like
the first bitch offers a high degree of predictability with regard to consolidation of type. She
nd
impressed with her very good gaiting performance and had a 2 place baby puppy SC bitch that
had many of her attributes.
EXCELLENT

3

rd

*SABARANBURG PURPLE HAZE
S:*LaShadas Xang Bang CDX RAE AZ Ex
D:*Sabaranburg Kalani AZ Ex

DOB: 21/05/15
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

Almost 4 years. 61/28.5cms. Very large, just medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented bitch
of very good type. Feminine expressive head, the foreface could still be stronger, in particular the underjaw.
Very good expression. Very good length of neck, normal withers, slightly short, well moulded croup. Stands
correct in front. Well developed fore and slightly short underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. The upper arm is short and should be much longer and better angled. Steps correct front and
rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows very good reach, powerful drive. Falls
slightly on the forehand. Off lead gaiting completed, shows very good ground cover, the wither should be
held higher. She is confident and gun sure.
EXCELLENT
4

th

*

HAUBERK HERA
S:*Schaeferhund Rafael Ex.M
D:AndachtFifi

DOB: 3/03/17
Br:
EXH
Exh: G Connolly

2 years 1 month. 58.5/28cms. Above medium size, medium strong, very well coloured and pigmented bitch.
Very good type. Feminine expressive head, the foreface should be stronger, in particular the underjaw.
Good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise in the topline. Slightly short steep croup. Stands not quite
correct in front. Well developed fore and good underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
The upper arm should be longer. Steps correct front and rear. Elbows should be firmer. In movement shows
very good ground cover, the reach should be much freer. Off lead gaiting completed. Shows very good
ground cover and maintained her wither. She is confident and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
5

th

*SABARANBURG PURPLE RAIN CDX RAE RM HTMN
S:*LaShadas Xang Bang CDX RAE AZ Ex
D:*Sabaranburg Kalani AZ Ex

DOB: 21/05/15
Br:
B&L Lubbock
Exh: B&L Lubbock/
D Webb
Almost 4 years. 58/26cms. Above medium size, just medium strong, well coloured and pigmented bitch of
very good type. Feminine expressive head enhanced by dark eyes and masking. The underjaw should still
be stronger. Good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise in the topline. Short steep croup. Stands correct
in front. Good fore and short underchest. Good fore and very good hind angulation.The upper arm is short
and should be better angled. Steps correct front and rear, hocks and elbows should be much firmer. In
movement shows good ground cover where the drive should be more powerful. Off lead gating completed,
shows good ground cover, the drive could be more powerful. Falls slightly on the forehand. She is confidant
and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
68

SC SEIGEN HAYOS ASHA
S:Hayo aus Agrigento (imp Deu)
D:Seigen Oops I Did It Again

DOB: 24/04/14
Br:
D&C Gallacher
Exh: Pereira/Pritchard

69

SC *ICCARA IDELLA
S:*Bluemax Tiger Town AZ Ex
D:Iccara Evolutions Finest

DOB: 15/02/15
Br:
EXH
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

73

SC *FREINHAUF ELLE MCPHERSON
S:*Toby von der Plassenburg SchH3 IPO3 (imp Deu) Ex.M
D:*Pedra DegliAchei IPO2 VA (imp Ita) Ex

DOB: 18/07/15
Br:
KR,RT&CA Knuckey
Exh: K&R Knuckey/
B Pereira/R Pritchard

74

SC *SEIGEN MISCHIEVOUS
S:*Hornemarks Ricco (imp Swe)
D:Seigen Pure Bliss

DOB: 16/03/16
Br:
D&C Gallacher
Exh: N Humphries

OPEN DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
1

st

*SABARANBURG QUOZY
S:*Sensen Mann Yokon (imp Deu) EX
D:*Sabaranburg Liquid Ice Ex

DOB: 21/12/15
Br:
EXH
Exh: B&L Lubbock

3 years 4 months. 65/29cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, richly pigmented and coloured dog of very
good type. Strong masculine head. Very good expression, enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Good
length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands slightly narrow in front.
Pasterns should be much firmer. Well developed fore and short underchest. Good fore and very good

hindquarter angulation. Steps slightly narrow front and rear, hocks should be much firmer. In movement
shows powerful drive, the reach should be freer. Maintains his wither. Off lead gaiting completed. Shows
good ground cover with a high wither. He is confident and gunsure.
• An impressive dog that offers a degree of predictability with regard to improving type, colour and
pigmentation.
EXCELLENT
2

nd

*SHAYGAR VENETIAN ZHAR
S:*Giotto di Fossombrone IPO3 (Imp Ital) Ex
D:*Shaygar Fallon AZ

DOB: 18/06/16
Br:
JAK Smith
Exh: J Smith/G Neilson

2 years 10 months. 64.5/31.5cms. Large, medium strong, well pigmented dog of very good type. Strong
masculine head. Dark masking. Eye colour should be darker. Good length of neck, normal withers, slight rise
in the topline. Short steep croup. Stands correct in front. Pasterns should be much firmer. Well developed
fore and short underchest. Has good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Steps narrow behind, hocks
and elbows should be much firmer. In movement shows good ground cover with powerful drive, reach could
still be freer. Off lead gaiting completed with good ground cover where the reach should still be freer. He is
confident and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
77

SC *CH HASENWAY MAJOR TOM (IID DEU)
S:*Cronos Del Seprio (Ita)
D:*Zicke v Feuermelder (imp Deu) Ex

DOB: 28/09/15
Br:
J Haase
Exh: C Mailata/S Woollard

OPEN DOG - STOCK COAT
1

st

*SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL
S:*Vegus von Dongmiran SchH1 a Ed (imp Ndl) Ex
D:SchaeferhundCelena

DOB: 15/12/10
Br:
I Bohdal
Exh: B Pereira/R Pritchard

8 years 4 months. 64/31cms. Large, strong, substantial, well coloured and well pigmented dog of very good
type. Strong masculine head. Very good expression. High withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup.
Stands correct in front. Well developed fore and underchest. Pasterns could still be firmer. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. A dog presented in good condition for his age. Steps narrow front and rear with
good firmness of hock joints. In movement shows far reaching powerful gait maintaining his wither line. Off
lead gaiting completed. Shows very good ground covering gait maintaining his wither. He is confident and
gunsure.
• This dog at nearly 8 1/2 years old impressed with his willingness to work, firmness and movement
during the run off the class. The fact that this dog has on a number of occasions been judged the
WA State Seiger is of no surprise; he has produced animals that are very correct and of desired
type. In this show alone he has impressive results and whilst no parade of his progeny was held it is
easily evident he continues to have a major impact on the breed direction in this state. He is able to
produce with a high degree of predictability and enhancing the breed. Whilst one could easily argue
that his time has been, I would like to again thank the owners for the opportunity to judge him and
again deservedly award him the title of 2019 WA State Seiger.
EXCELLENT MERIT
2

nd

*PAMAKAY KRUIZER
S:*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
D:*Pamakay Fortuna

DOB: 1/08/16
Br:
JA Delriego
Exh: ID McIntosh

2 years 8 months. 65/29.5cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, well coloured and pigmented dog of very
good proportions. Strong masculine head. Very good strength of foreface, very good expression. Slight
roman nose. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands correct in
front. Well developed fore and underchest. Has good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper
arm should still be longer and better angled. Steps correct front and rear. In movement shows a far reaching
powerful gait maintaining a high wither. Off lead gaiting completed with a far reaching powerful gait
maintaining his wither. He is confident and gun sure.
• This young dog impressed with his absolute lack of exaggeration, firmness, balance and overall very
good construction. There is a possibility that he will moderate hindquarter angulations in bitches that
are slightly deep and have unstable hindquarters. His bloodlines should further consolidate type and
balance and offer a high degree of predictability.
EXCELLENT

3

rd

*CH VOLSCARO GIORGIO ULTIMATE AZ
S:*Hornemarks Ricco (imp Swe)
D:*Volscaro Classic Porscha

DOB: 12/03/16
Br:
T Roberts/L Pearson
Exh: D Mistry

3 years 1 month. 65/29cms. Large, medium strong, substantial, well pigmented dog shown out of coat.
Strong masculine head with very good strength of foreface. Very good expression. Desired dark masking
and eye colour. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short steep croup. Stands not quite
correct in front with a well developed fore and underchest. Has good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Steps slightly narrow behind. In movement
shows very good ground cover where the drive could still be more powerful. Off lead gaiting completed,
shows good ground cover maintaining his wither. He is confident and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
4

th

*CH VOLSCARO LENTON BRAE CCD ET RA
S:*Ch Seigen Suris Alfie AZ Ex.M
D:*Ch Volscaro Ciao Bella CCD ET AZ Ex.M

DOB: 22/02/14
Br:
L Pearson
Exh: R Laubsch

5 years. 63/30cms. Medium size, medium strong, substantial, slightly elongated dog of very good type.
Strong masculine head with very good foreface, slight roman nose. Very good expression enhanced by dark
masking and eye colour. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm straight back, slightly short steep
croup. Stands not quite correct in front with a well developed fore and good underchest. Good fore and very
good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be longer and better angled. Steps slightly narrow
behind, hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement shows very good ground cover, powerful drive, the
back should be much firmer. Off lead gaiting completed with good ground cover where the back and general
ligamentation should be firmer. He is confident and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
5

th

*SHAYGAR VENETIAN TRU BLU
S:*Giotto di Fossombrone IPO3 (Imp Ita) Ex
D:*Shaygar Fallon AZ

DOB: 18/06/16
Br:
JAK Smith
Exh: L Cowell

2 years 10 months. 65/33cms. Large, strong, substantial, slightly elongated dog of very good type. Strong
masculine head. Strong foreface. Very good expression enhanced by dark masking and eye colour. Good
length of neck, high wither, firm back, slightly short well moulded croup. Stands correct in front. With very
good fore and underchest. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. The upper arm should be better
angled. Steps slightly narrow behind, hocks should be much firmer. In movement shows very good ground
cover where the back should be much firmer. Falls slightly on the forehand. Off lead gaiting completed with
good ground cover, falls slightly on the forehand. He is confident and gunsure.
EXCELLENT
82

SC *ALDERHAUS WICKED ROMEO
S:*Ch LabovomSchollweiher SchH3 IPO3 VA (imp Deu)
D:*Alderhaus Pixies Emilee AZ

CHILD AND JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP
JUNIOR (7 to under 10 years of age)
1

ST

BRANDON PALMER

INTERMEDIATE (10 to under 13 years of age)
1

ST

LISCHEN KOHLER

2

ND

ELLA CAMPBELL

3

RD

MITCHELL SHEA & ALISON SHEA (TIED RESULT)

DOB: 13/01/16
Br:
P Alder
Exh: I&D Marr/P Alder/R
van Helvoort

SBE RESULTS - LONG STOCK COATS
STATE SIEGER – SABARANBURG QUOZY
STATE VICE SIEGER – SHAYGAR VENETIAN ZHAR

STATE SIEGERIN – VOLSCARO CIAO OOSHIE
STATE VICE SIEGERIN – N/A

BABY PUPPY DOG – ICCARA BROTHER IN ARMS
MINOR PUPPY DOG – N/A
PUPPY DOG – SABARANBURG SKYWALKER
JUNIOR DOG – N/A
INTERMEDIATE DOG – N/A

BABY PUPPY BITCH – HAUBERK WILLOW
MINOR PUPPY BITCH – N/A
PUPPY BITCH – WOHLSTAND DRIVIN MISS DAISY
JUNIOR BITCH – ICCARA CHINA DOLL
INTERMEDIATE BITCH – CH AMBALA AMBITIOUS DREAM

SBE RESULTS - STOCK COATS
STATE SIEGER - SCHAEFERHUND RAFAEL
STATE VICE SIEGER – PAMAKAY KRUIZER

STATE SIEGERIN – BRONBOREO VEJAJA
STATE VICE SIEGERIN SWARTZLIC FIZZ GIDGET

BABY PUPPY DOG – BRONBOREO HANNIBAL GIDGET
MINOR PUPPY DOG – CHEVYVALE CHEVY
PUPPY DOG – GRANDWEST WIKKO
JUNIOR DOG – LASHADAS AJAZ
INTERMEDIATE DOG – SABARANBURG ROSKO

BABY PUPPY BITCH – MAERCECI MISCHIEVOUS RAFFERTY
MINOR PUPPY BITCH – BRONBOREO GINER MINGE
PUPPY BITCH – CERRAH PENNIES FROM HEAVEN
JUNIOR BITCH – HAUBERK GINA
INTERMEDIATE BITCH – SABARANBURG REIKKI

TOP SHOW & OBEDIENCE JUNIOR – PAMAKAY KRUIZER (Handler - Iain McIntosh)
TOP SHOW & OBEDIENCE SENIOR – LINDENELM FRENCH CHAMPAGNE (Handler – Tricia
McGregor)
TOP OBEDIENCE JUNIOR – PAMAKAY KRUIZER (Handler – Iain McIntosh)
TOP OBEDIENCE SENIOR – LINDENELM FRENCH CHAMPAGNE (Handler – Tricia McGregor)
TOP LADY OBEDIENCE HANDLER – DIANE WEBB with RO CH MAERCECI UBER MAGIC UDX RAE2
TD HTMA FSI

